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Novel Power Line Grasping Mechanism with Integrated Energy
Harvester for UAV applications

Nicolai Iversen1, IEEE Member, Aljaž Kramberger2, IEEE Member, Oscar Bowen Schofield1, IEEE Member
Emad Ebeid1, IEEE Senior Member

Abstract— Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have been in-
troduced in the energy domain to solve complex tasks involving
operations in close proximity to active power lines. Previous
research by the authors explore how to grasp such power lines
to secure a split-core transformer around the conductor, and
hereby harvest energy to recharge the UAVs batteries towards
continuous operation. However, no previous research investigate
how to integrate an energy harvester (current transformer)
into a mechanical grasping solution for a UAV system. In this
work, the authors present a novel approach to an integrated
mechanism prioritizing low weight for extended flight time. By
utilizing the strong electromagnetic forces, the system prove
opportunity for further optimization and adoption in other use
cases across the UAV domain as well.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple international research and innovation projects

such as Drones4Energy [1] and Drones4Safety [2], investi-

gate close-proximity power line operations. Amongst others,

one of the main challenges is to grasp and land on an

active conductor to perform various operations including

inspection [3], installation of sensors [4], recharging of

the UAV platforms, etc. A particularly interesting research

application involves recharging UAVs on active power lines.

In our previous work [3], we presented a first-approach

solution to solving this problem. The presented solution

consisted of a pneumatically-operated general robotic gripper

for grasping the power line, and an additional split-core

transformer mounted on a pneumatic guide rail. The aim

of the presented work was to close the split-core current

transformer around the power line to harvest energy, and

hereby recharge the UAVs battery and extend the mission

duration towards continuous operations.

In this paper we present an optimized and integrated

solution, which exploits the magnetic properties of the split-

core transformer to achieve large holding forces, to grasp

the power line and reduce the weight of the harvesting

mechanism.

Looking towards the actual grasping of the cable, many

mechanisms were proposed and implemented on UAV’s in

the past. In our previous work we presented a flexible

gripper solution for grasping power cables [5], and an end-

to-end pneumatic solution [4] for autonomous deployment

of sensors on power lines.
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Fig. 1. UAV perching from high voltage power line cable by supplying
the transformer coil a DC current.

In the works of [6] a conceptual design of a UAV power

line harvester was presented and evaluated in a controlled

environment. In comparison, we emphasise the mechanical,

electrical, and computational optimizations in our work,

which gives an end-to-end compact grasping and energy

harvesting solution. Some recent activities focus on recharg-

ing the UAV [7], [8] during the operation. The developed

systems were compact and efficient enough, so that an

additional large battery could be omitted. Additionally in [9],

the authors present a passive perching mechanism, used for

gripping branch like perches. The design of the mechanism

can account for external disturbances e.g., wind resistance

and maintain the grip with only accounting for the weight

of the UAV.

Furthermore, to have an integrated system, power line

detection has to be considered in the overall approach. In

[10], an approach for power line localization, UAV alignment

and landing was performed with a swivel 2D rangefinder.

Similarly, the LineDrone technology presented by Hydro-

Québec [11][12] uses a combination of a camera and a

Solid-State LiDAR, to localize and perch the drone to the

cable. The same approach can also be seen on the AGRASP
platform [13], for cable line inspection purposes.

The main contributions of this work are the following:

• A novel mechanical design for an integrated transformer

grasping mechanism,

• Finite Element Method (FEM) model of split-core trans-

former to determine holding forces,

• Provide a dataset from static tests of two types of

electromagnetic holding forces: DC primary current

input and AC secondary current [14].
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These contributions will be outlined in the following

order: Sec. II explains the detailed design of the mechanism

including different design and component decisions. In Sec.

III, a FEM model is determined and the functionality of

the model explained. Different static- and UAV tests were

documented in Sec. IV and an example can be seen in Fig

1. Conclusions are presented in Sec. V, before discussing

future optimization in Sec. VI.

Please see the attachment video1 for system demonstra-

tion.

II. SYSTEM DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

In this section, we present the detailed design and consid-

erations behind the component selection.

TABLE I

COMPONENT LIST

Type Description Mass [g]
Servo motor DYNAMIXEL XL430-W250-T 57,2
Sliding tubes Pultruded Carbon Fiber Ø 6mm 2 x 3
Sliding tube brackets 3D printed PLA 15
Load bearing bracket Aluminium sheet 2 x 9
Gears RS PRO 30 2.032 2 x 8
Integration plate Aluminium sheet 178
Belt RS PRO 2.032 3
Linear bearings LM6UU Linear Bearing 4 x 4
Split-core transformer MLX95xx incl. copper 1010
Transformer housing 3D printed Onyx+CFRP 80

A. Mechanical Design

The components presented in Table I were integrated into

a unified mechanical system for actuation of a grasping

mechanism. The system consists of a DYNAMIXEL servo

motor, controlled by an on-board computer (OBC), which is

explained further in Sec. II-B.
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Fig. 2. Servomotor Free Body Diagram

The servo motor operates on 12 [V ] and can produce 1.4

[Nm] of torque, which according to Fig. 2 and the relation

T = 1
2 ·D ·W equals to a belt force of 147 [N]. In addition,

the servo motor can be actuated via absolute position or

velocity commands, providing the means for precise control

of the mechanism. The output shaft of the servo motor is

directly connected to the drive unit. The drive unit consists of

a precision timing belt, drive pulley and driven pulley, which

1https://youtu.be/0P1SMf90Gms

acts as a tensioning pulley for adjustability purposes, easy

mounting and dismounting the belt and ensuring the correct

tension of the entire belt drive. The timing belt configuration

within the drive enables the system to operate with high

precision, repeatability and velocity, which is crucial for in-

flight applications.

Fig. 3. Mechanism overview with annotation of key components

The mass of the gripper jaws, consisting of the split-core

transformer, are supported with a help of carbon fiber guide

rails. The selected rails present a rigid and light mechanical

element for guiding mechanisms. In addition, the rails serve

as a mechanical element for equally distributing the forces

from the gravitational pull of the UAV. For this reason,

pultruded (longitudinal fibers) carbon fiber tubes were chosen

to increase flexural rigidity during the bending scenario.

The rails act as a beam with fixed supports at both ends

with two - equally spaced - loads. The maximum bending

moment occurs between the loads and can be expressed as

the distance from the support to the load multiplied with the

load Mmax = F · x. Since the distance between the loads is

fixed, the distance, x, will increase if the total length between

the supports, L, increases. Therefore, with an objective to

minimize this bending moment (effectively stress in the rail),

the supports were designed with cutouts for the belt. With

the pulley and servo motor placed on the outer sides of the

supports.

To reduce friction, four sliding bearings are incorporated

into the 3D printed composite housing of the split-core

transformer, two per gripper mechanism jaw. The applied

guide rails and bearings give the additional benefit of elim-

inating lateral movement of the split-core transformer, thus

eliminating imprecision during closing and opening motion

of the mechanism. Furthermore, this configuration provides a

precise mechanical setting for eliminating positioning impre-

cision, when establishing the contact between the two parts

of the split-core transformer. If the connection is not precise,

the magnetic efficiency and consequently the holding force

of the transformer will decrease. We provide a test study of

this effect in the following section.

All of the mechanical components are installed on a

specially-designed aluminium base plate (see Fig 3), which

disperses forces produced by the UAV when in contact

with the cable (e.g., gravitational and thrust forces) equally

throughout the body of the UAV. Special design considera-



tions were taken into account to reduce the weight of the

base plate, with the intent to manufacture future iterations

out of carbon fiber and thus, optimizing the surface area to

weight ratio further.

B. Electronics

The current transformer was designed using a MLX95xx

split-core added with 200 windings of 1,3 mm copper wire.

In one use case, when recharging the UAV as explained in

[3], the energy harvesting transformer is closed around the

power line conductor, where high currents are flowing. The

current interacts with the transformer cores to generate an

electromagnetic force which pulls the cores towards each

other. In the scenario when no current is passing through

the conductor (such as a passive cable or power outage)

the transformer can be magnetized by passing a DC current

through the transformer windings to maintain the holding

force.

The opening and closing of the mechanism, in addition

to the energizing of transformer windings, was controlled

through the use of the OBC. The OBC is responsible for

the autonomous operations and interacts with the onboard

sensors, actuators and low-level flight controller to guide

the drone to complete a task. Data flow and control is

enacted between various developed ”nodes” using the Robot

Operating System Framework (ROS) [15]. Energizing the

transformer and servo control can be triggered through a

ROS node during an autonomous operation, or manually

through a remote-control transmitter. The Dynamixel motor

uses a proprietary protocol to control the speed, position and

torque of the motor, while also allowing for estimated force

monitoring during an open or close operation. In particular,

the force monitoring is utilized during a closing operation to

avoid damaging the mechanism or motor.

C. UAV Integration

The integration of the mechanism into a UAV platform

takes departure from previous work mentioned earlier [3].

In the previous study, the grasping mechanism was designed

with the objectives of having a fast, strong and modular

design. This was achieved as a dual actuation system with

a total weight of 2082 grams with the same transformer. In

comparison, the equivalent component for the electromag-

netic integrated mechanism and harvester is only 1221 grams

- a 40% reduction on the overall mechanism weight. The

Fig. 4. Mechanism integrated to the UAV platform previously developed
by the authors

new UAV takeoff weight reaches 8221 grams, translating to a

significant increase in flight time of almost 5 minutes or 30%

due to the optimized payload. The final design integration

can be seen in Fig. 4.

III. FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING: HARVESTER

A finite element model was determined to simulate the

holding forces of the split-core transformer design. The

simulation was used as the first study to assess the magnitude

of the electromagnetic holding forces.

The project was set up in Ansys Workbench R1, with the

modelling of the core and coil determined in Ansys Space

Claim. Constraints and inputs were determined in Ansys

Mehcanical [16]. The magnetostatic module was used to

Fig. 5. Left: Total force plot for one side of the split core. Right top: Current
flow in coil of 1 A magnitude. Right bottom: Probed force summation body
and axis

model the problem. Core material magnetization curve (B-

H curve) and isotropic resistivity- and relative permeability

of the coil copper was included from the Ansys Material

Library.

The model simplifies the split core to have the copper

winding on only one side of the core halves, but with

equal amount of windings and conducting area as the real

transformer. The winding was modelled as a square with

equal conducting area, divided in four bodies and assigned

local coordinate systems to enable current flow around

the core as illustrated with the red arrows in Fig 5 top

right, where the current magnitude was configured to 1

A. The solver was configured to use classically-formulated

SOLID117 elements. The element implements edge-finite

element formulation which performs with lower memory

usage, hereby offering faster solutions [17]. The element

is applicable to low frequency magnetostatics and offers

nonlinear magnetic capability which was necessary with the

B-H curve of the core material [18]. The model solved with

a total of 22324 elements and 37197 nodes, leaving room

for further mathematical optimization. The solution outputs

was programmed to show Magnetic Flux, Total force and



Directional Force plots (Fig. 5 left). The ”Total Force” and

”Directional Force” plots display forces per each individual

node resulting in low values as shown in the figure. Instead,

a more representative result can be obtained by scoping a

single body and probing a force summation along an axis, as

represented by the green core and the arrow in 5 bottom right.

With this approach, the model showed a result of 379,51 N.

Since the forces also sum to equal magnitude with a negative

sign, the total holding force at 1 A is assumed to be approx.

760 N. The result was higher than expected, and revealed

the great potential of creating strong holding forces.

The simulation can be used in future designs by changing

core geometries, materials, windings, conducting area, air

gaps etc. and study those parameters effect on the holding

force.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

To verify the developed mechanism both static laboratory

tests and integrated UAV flight tests were performed.

Fig. 6. Zwick Z250 test setups - Left: Transformer closed state around
the current loop for AC primary current testing. Right: Test setup with DC
current from power supply and battery recharging system added as load.

A. Static electromagnetic assessment

The static electromagnetic tests include two scenarios: Sec.

IV-A.1 describes how the holding forces of the mechanism

was determined during a ”recharging scenario”. Sec. IV-A.2

determines the holding forces when a DC current is supplied

to the transformer coil. Fig. IV-A.2 illustrates the two testing

scenarios.

Both tests were carried out using the Zwick Z250 static

testing machine, installed with a custom fixture for the parts.

The main requirements for the fixture was to firmly fixate the

parts and align the transformer contact surfaces to minimize

the air gaps before separation. The fixture was developed

using steel sheet metal with aluminum parallel pads for a

rigid, accurate and even connection to the machine interface.

To isolate connections and eliminate conductive loops around

the core, a rubber isolator was cut and implemented. Due

to the compressive stiffness at high strain of the rubber,

the compression of the rubber was neglected from the force

results. The total resistance from the mounting screws to the

top plate was 2,68 M, which was deemed sufficient to neglect

effects from conductive loops in the fixture. Since the tests

expect forces at the lower end of the the XForce K+ (250

kN) load cell range, the sensor was calibrated and tested at

250N with only 0,2% force measurement deviation, making

low force range results accurate enough for the analysis.

1) AC Primary Current: The test purpose is to determine

the holding force of the harvester during charging at different

primary currents, and determine the dynamic change during

the transformer core separation. The test setup includes a

power supply connected to a loop of 500 turns to generate an

electromagnetic field and simulate a power line primary con-

ductor. At different primary currents, the dynamic harvester

holding force was determined by interpolating between static

tests at a fixed speed. Force deviations from wires and core

mass were eliminated with a reference test to zero the load

cell. Forces from acceleration phase F =m ·a were neglected,

since the behaviour from maximum force and onward was

the focus.

Fig. 7. Test results from AC primary current source. Maximum force in
Y-axis and the grip separation on Y-axis. (NOTE: Grip to grip separation is
not equal to transformer contact surface separation)

As it can be seen in Fig. 7, the fixture causes the core

parts to separate a short distance before ramping up the

force. This area of the test can be neglected and the grip

separation can be used to calculate the extension in mm

from the maximum force until it drops to 10%. It can be

seen that the characteristics of the force drop follow similar

behaviours, despite being tested over a range of primary

currents. After a separation of 1,2 mm to 1,8 mm the holding

force is lost. This translates into the design requirement for

the mechanism to position the split-cores with less than this

distance to enable the effect of the electromagnetic field

around the conductor regardless of the primary current. The



Fig. 8. Left: UAV approaching high voltage power line cable. Middle: Closing integrated transformer and grasping mechanism. Right: Perching state with
motors powered off.

maximum holding force ranges from 281 N to 448 N. A

significant amount of force to maintain the split-core in its

position during charging.

It is worth noting that during separation it was observed

that vibrations and humming occur in the copper winding

and from the contact surfaces.

2) DC Transformer Current: The purpose of this test is

to determine the harvester holding force when the harvester

is supplied with a DC from the UAV. Eg. in a scenario

where the conductor will no longer transmit any current or

when landing on passive power lines or other non-energized

features.

Fig. 9. Test results from DC current source. Maximum force in Y-axis and
the grip separation on Y-axis. (NOTE: Grip to grip separation is not equal
to transformer contact surface separation)

In Fig, 9 the slopes of the eight attempts follow the same

behaviour, with ramping up occurring as the force increases

with linear behaviour per length unit, and drops rapidly from

the moment of initial separation (0.2 mm). In this case, the

mechanism has to enable even closer proximity between the

contact surfaces before the DC current is supplied. The data

also shows how the core material saturates between 0.7-

1.0 A and the holding force is no longer increased linear

compared to the DC current input. The maximum holding

forces of 700-800 N translates into almost 80 kg of direct

separation force making this approach suitable for carrying

heavy weight UAVs.

During separation with the DC current no vibration or hum

was observed.

B. Integrated UAV performance

After the mechanism was manufactured and integrated

with the UAV as explained in Sec. II-C, various tests were

performed indoor in a controlled environment as well as

outdoor at a power line setup.

1) Indoor Controlled Environment: This test ensured the

basic functionality of the mechanism to open and close the

mechanism and supply the DC current to the coil for enabling

the holding force. The tests showed good results and the

mechanism was able to maintain the UAV in a static position

on a tube of equal diameter of the power line.

2) Outdoor Testing Environment: The outdoor testing was

made at the Hans-Christian Andersen Airport (EKOD) in

Odense on a test setup comprising of two 10 metre tall

power transmission towers spanning a distance of 35 metres

of high voltage power line cables. The outdoor tests were

performed on a passive cable by supplying the DC current

to the secondary coil, and on an energized cable with 120

A.

During both tests, the UAV was first manually controlled

towards the cable and the mechanism triggered by the pilot in

multiple successful landings. As seen in Fig 8 the mechanism

maintained the UAV in the perching state whilst the motors

were disarmed.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we assess how an electromagnetic field can

be utilized as holding force for a grasping mechanism. An

FEM model was determined to assess the magnitude of the

holding forces. In the example of a transformer coil current

of 1 [A] the simulation showed a result of 760 N. The static

test results showed 777 N when the system was tested. The

continuing static tests revealed large holding forces of up to

80 kg, making it applicable for the use case integrated into

a previously developed UAV. The test dataset is available

through Zenodo [14]. The mechanism design was explained

and integrated into the UAV and successfully deployed onto



active power line cases with two different holding force

approaches: a DC secondary current and an AC primary

current, with the DC current being the strongest.

The integrated solution was considered an optimization to

the presented UAV platform which, compared to previous

results, do not offer similar modularity, and closing speed,

but instead a light weight and strong design. The total mass

was decreased translating to an increase in flight time of

30%.

Finally, the work concludes that electromagnetic forces

from the transformer is sufficient for the aforementioned

use-case, with the integrated approach of combining the

structural functionality with a split-core transformer in a

mechanism, can provide significant optimization results for

UAV platforms facing similar grasping challenges.

VI. FUTURE WORK

Further optimization of the simulation has to be imple-

mented and compared to the test results to fully verify the

accuracy of the analysis. The simulation can then be used

in future design iterations by changing core geometries,

materials, windings, conducting area, air gaps etc. and study

those parameters effect on the holding force. This data can

be used as data to optimize the transformer design to fit

grasping mechanisms with inbuilt fail safe systems. During

the AC primary current use case, further investigation of

vibration dampening has to be considered. Future work will

also investigate how to integrate such mechanisms into EMI

shielded UAVs to test the system on active high voltage and

high current power lines.
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